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Mr. PSlya treated the integral functions g(z) which take integral
values for all integral values of z and called them "ganzwertige ganze
Funktionen ,,1. I have tried to extend this idea in the following way:
1. Let us consider a set of positive integers

z: (,,

,,

)

and a function g(z), which takes integral values (in the rational corpus
or imaginary quadratic corpus) for all z,. Denote by ,(n) he number
of z,’s which is not greater than n and put Max g(z)--M(r). We

construct a function (x), which coincides with z(x) for all integral
values of x and is otherwise linear in x. With this (x) we form also a
function (), which is continuously differentiable and such that
(0) 0 and (x) (x) for >0. Then we have:
Theorem A. f we can chose a eal function p p() such that

(r+l) log v-r
and

[ (*)-a,-]og M(,)

.]0

- -

’(x)log(p-x)dx+loggM(e)

+

,

+

then g(z) nust be a polynomial.
We can prove this theorem by means of a method, similar to
P61ya’s, save as we have to evaluate a quantity of the form

(-z,) ro
2. As the special cases of this theorem we haveIf one of the following conditions is satisfied1) P61ya, Uber die ganzwertige ganze Funktionen, Rend. Palermo, 40 (1915), 1-16.
For the literature see my paper under the same title, Tohoku mathematical/Iournal 27
(1926), 41-52.
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a) r,(n) n--(k-c) log n and M(r)

b) (n)

.
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n- O(n)

and M(r)
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(2-c)

,

and M(r) (1 + e
c)
c) (n) n-- kn
log (n + e)
and M(r) (e-c)
d) (=) kn
kn
and M(r) exp (e-c) (k log r },
e) z(n)
n

log

O z(n)n’

and M(v)exp

then g(z) must be a polynomial.
3. From d) it follows that
lim loglog M(r)
log r

if

lim. =(n)

then

n

xp

1--

,

=< k.

Mr. Skolem has called lim. (n)._ the durchschnittliche Dichte of z(n)).
This result means that the durchschnittliche Dichte of the lattice point
on the curve y g(x) is not greater thau
lim -loglog M(r)
log r
4. Next, let Z: (z, z.,,
be a set of rational (positive, negative or
zero) integers and g(z) be a function, which takes integral values for all
z. Denote by =(n) the number of z’s, whose absolute values are not
greater tha n, and using this z(n) we form the functions F(x) and
as in 1. Then we have"
Theorem B. If we can chose a real function p p(r) such that

2r--.fo’(x) log (p--x)dx + log p(p-r)M(r)-+ -x(B,)
(2r + 1) log 2r-- 2r-f’(z)- 1) log
(2r + 1) log 2r-

and

then g(z) must be a polynomial.

--

+ log p(p-r)M(r)
log M(r)
+

(Bz)

1) Skolem, Einige Satze fiber ganTahlige LSsungen gewisser Gleichungen und
Ungleichungen, Math. Ann. 95 (1925), 1-68.
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I ,(.) is near 2z, flxen ghe formula
han B, and i lira-

B gives

[Vol.

us more precise resulg

(z)_2, ghen B is more useful ghan B,.

geg many special cases of ghis gheorem as in 2.

We can also

.

5. We may also exgend ghis problem go ghe ease, where Z is
o ingegral numbers in ghe corpus o ghe ghird or ourgh roo o uniy
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1) See Fukssawa, loc. cir.

